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----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT------------------------------------------------------------Dysarthria is malfunctioning of motor speech caused by faintness in the human nervous system. It is characterized
by the slurred speech along with physical impairment which restricts their communication and creates the lack of
confidence and affects the lifestyle. Speech Assistive technology (SAT) developed till yet have been reviewed for
dysarthric speech in this paper. We present a study and literal comparison of the techniques for the acoustic
modeling like Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and hybridization approach
adapted by various researchers. With the help of this comparison we can conclude that hybridization of Hidden
Markov Model and Multi-Layer Perceptron whose solution is optimized with Genetic Algorithm gives average
recognition rate of about 93.5% over other considered techniques.
Keywords –Dysarthric Speech, HMM, ANN, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), genetic Algorithm (GA)

I. INTRODUCTION

S

peech is the most significant and general way of
interaction among the society but it can be interrupted
by various types of physical impairments like
deafness or weakness of motor speech control.
Dysarthria is caused due to reduced control of neuro-motor
muscles. It results into slurred speech as articulation is
mainly affected. Insertion, deletion and repetition of
phoneme reduce the intelligibility of speech signal. Severity
of dysarthric speech affects the intelligibility of speech. [1,
2]
It is caused due to brain tumor, celebral palsy, Parkinson
diseases, head injury and many more. It lessens the
controlling portion of brain which is involved in planning,
execution and controlling of the specific affected organ
along with motor speech disorder. Lungs, larynx, vocal
tract movement, lip movement are basically affected. [1, 2]
Various clinical treatments including exercise of motor
muscles were carried out to increase the strength in order to
improve articulation, phonation, and resonance. Special
therapy like principles of motor learning are carried out by
speech language pathologist but these are very time
consuming and tedious to be followed. Assistive technology
helps in recognition and synthesis of unintelligible speech
into intelligible form. [3, 4]
The purpose of this article is to compare the current trends
in dysarthric speech recognition. Section 2 gives the
overview of techniques. Section 3 describes the different
approaches adopted by the author. Results and conclusion
are mentioned in section 4 and section 5 respectively.

2. OVERVIEW
The input to dysarthric speech recognition system is
acoustic speech waveform and main aim is to detect the
correct word uttered i.e. to estimate the word sequence.
Basic block
diagram in figure 1 shows basic techniques to be followed.
Spectral and cepstral features are extracted from the input
raw speech data which are modeled by various classifiers
and looked up into dictionary to find similar match and
accordingly generates the text output.
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Fig. 1 Basic block diagram of Dysarthric Speech
Recognition
2.1 Feature Extraction
Firstly dysarthric speech data is sampled at frequency of 16
KHz which is then windowed with hamming window
usually having window size of 15-20ms. Input signal is
transformed into acoustic features which can again be
reconstructed into original format. There are many feature
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extraction techniques out of which MFCC, RASTA PLP
and LOG RASTA PLP techniques are widely used.
2.1.1 Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC)
It is widely used technique which is obtained by perform
following steps successively on each window 1) Discrete
Fourier Transform 2) Mel frequency warping on Mel scale
3) logarithm of Mel frequency wrapped features 4) Discrete
Cosine Transform results to MFCC parameters.[5]
2.1.2 Perceptual Linear Predictive and Log Perceptive
Linear Predictive Coefficients
It is advancing version of Linear predictive coefficients
(LPC) technique which emphasis the psychophysically
based transformation. It remaps spectral features to bark
scale as in contrast to Mel scale in MFCC to enhance
middle hearing frequency range. Cube root approximation
of loudness mimics the power law of hearing. In LOG PLP
spectral components are passed through band pass filter
after taking logarithm on it in order to suppress additive
distortion. [6]
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2.2.3 Multilayer Perceptron
It is feed forward class of artificial neural network for
mapping inputs to appropriate outputs. It consists of input
layer, multiple hidden layers and output layer.
Backpropagation technique is used during learning phase
and it makes this able to form complex decision boundaries.
Let W ij (l) be the weight of ith input layer to jth output layer
for layer (l-1) .training pattern set be denoted as {(x(1), d(1)),
(l)
n
(x(2), d(2)) … ,(x(p), d(p))} with assumption x ࣅ5 and
d(l) ࣅ >@m, m dimensional hypercube, than error cost
function is defined as in equation 1. [8]

(1)
2.2.4 Use of Genetic Algorithm and Metamodels

It is the key technique of transforming acoustic signal to
text form by usage of statistics. Various current techniques
in use like HMM, ANN and MLP which are describe
bellow

It is a type of evolutionary algorithm and to optimization of
the generated results by mimicking the process of natural
selection. Genetic representation and fitness function of
solution domain is required. Following steps are required:
Initialization, Selection, Genetic Operators i.e. Crossover
and Mutation and the termination. [9,10] In speech
processing GA is carried out by preparing confusion matrix
of input and output of phonemes/words.[11] Extended
version of metamodels are used for modeling confusion
matrix.[11]

2.2.1 Hidden Markov Modeling

3. CURRENT APPROACHES

It is two layer stochastic process implementing markov
assumption and Bayes theorem in which first layer of
stochastic process is hidden which can be rendered through
observation sequence obtained by second layer stochastic
process. It consists of 3 problems which are: problem 1:
Observation sequence O {O 1 , O 2 … O T } and model
SUREDELOLWLHV Ȝ  ^$ % ʌ` KRZ SUREDELOLW\ RI WKH
REVHUYDWLRQ 3U 2Ȝ  3UREOHP  'HFLVLRQ RI RSWLPDO VWDWH
sequence I {i 1 , i 2 …, i T } on having observation sequence O
{O 1 , O 2 …, O T }. Problem 3: adjusting model parameters to
PD[LPL]H3U 2Ȝ $OO the three problems can be solved by
the use of Forward Backward algorithm, Viterbi algorithm
and Baum-Welch algorithm. [7]

There have been many approaches for increasing the
intelligibility of dysarthric speech some of which are
discussed below.

2.2 Acoustic Modeling

2.2.2 Artificial Neural Network
It is a parallel computing approach based on biological
neural network consisting of hidden layer(s) between input
and output layer. Weighted sum of all the input is compared
with predefined threshold and output goes to one on
crossing threshold else goes to zero. Its architecture is
classified in feedforward and feedback (recurrent)
architecture which yields to various other models of
interconnection between input and output. [8]

3.1 Adaptive Based Approach
In this approach acoustic features of the speaker gets
adapted slowly as the number of utterance increases. It is
somewhat time consuming but recognition rate increases as
speaker gets used to this techniques. Caballero-Morales
2014[11] presented speaker adapted technique by varying
the effect of prior probability through metamodels and
achieved multiple responses which are converted in single
phoneme by using genetic algorithm (GA). Word
recognition accuracy (WRA) of about 68% is achieved on
numerous database. Frank Rudzicz [12] converted acoustic
features to articulatory features through nonlinear
Hammerstein system with MFCC feature extractor and
HMM and DBN as the base system. Harsh Sharma [13]
proposed technique based on interpolation on PLP feature
vectors adapted to BI MAP (Backward Interpolated MAP)
methodology using UA speech database. WRA varies
widely with severity of dysarthria. Apriori algorithm is used
by HSIEN WU [14] to create personalized dictionary and
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gained error reduction of 3.8%.Caballero-Morales 2013[15]
compared Bakis and Ergodic topology for HMM using
Gaussian continuous parameters with MFCC feature
extraction technique followed by GA and found that Bakis
topology improves WRA as compared to Ergodic. Sharma
[16] has compared speaker dependent (SD) and speaker
adaptive (SA) approach and found that SA approach having
adaptation of all parameters except transition probability
performs well on UA speech database.
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In this methodology artificial intelligence is used to
improve WRA. Neural network corresponding to human
brain system is implemented. Seyed (2014) [11] has
conceptualized that only 12 coefficients of MFCC for ANN
based on isolated word recognition with speaker
independent approach performs better than other MFCC
coefficients along with its delta & acceleration coefficients.
MLP is an emerging technique and it has made many efforts
that
have
significant

3.2 ANN and MLP Based Approach
Table 1 Comparison of Feature Extraction and Acoustic Modeling Technique
Feature
Extraction
Technique
PLP

Author

Year

Sharma [13]

2013

Sharma [16]

2010

PLP

CaballeroMorales [15]

2013

MFCC

CaballeroMorales [11]
Shahamiri
[17]
Lilia Lazli
[20]
Joel Pinto
[19]

2014

Not
Mentioned
MFCC

Lilia Lazli
[18]

2014
2011

Log Rasta
PLP

2010

2013

Log Rasta
PLP

36

Acoustic
Modeling
Technique
BI MAP
HMM
MAP
adaptation of all
HMM
parameters
except transition
probability
Bakis
Topology of
HMM + GA
HMM + GA +
metamodels
ANN
Hybrid
HMM/MLP
2 Layer MLP

HMM + MLP
+ GA

Database
Used

Recognition
Accuracy

UA Speech

4%-82%

UA Speech

4.2%-66.7%

Nemours
speech

50% - 80%

Nemours
speech
UA Speech

42.6% 77.17%
57.14% 68.38%
90% (avg)

Recorded with
300 speakers
TIMIT and
CTS

3 different
database with
varying number
of speaker
Note: (avg) indicates average accuracy and rest are at its minimum to maximum accuracy range.

TIMIT 71.6%
(avg)
CTS 63.3%
(avg)
93.5% (avg)
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contribution in increasing the recognition rate. Multilayer
perceptron is a class of artificial network. Its application is
ranging from signal processing to stock market. Lilia Lazli
[18] compared hybrid ANN classifier consisting of multinetwork RBF/LVQ structure with hybrid HMM/MLP. Log
Rasta PLP and K-means algorithm are used for feature
extraction and vector quantization respectively. Results
show that hybrid HMM/MLP outperforms. Joel Pinto [19]
has presented the purpose of classifier having 2 multilayer
perceptron consisting of first layer trained to acoustic
feature vector (PLP) with frame length of 90ms and second
layer trained to first layer’s posterior probability of each
phoneme with frame length of about 150 to 230ms using
TIMIT and CTS speech database. Result presents that 3.5%
and 9.3% improvement for TIMIT and CTS database
respectively over single MLP is obtained. Lilia Lazli [20]
compared 5 hybrid techniques-: RBF/LVQ, Discrete HMM,
and Hybrid
HMM/MLP with KM entries, Hybrid HMM/MLP with
FCM entries and Hybrid HMM/MLP with AG entries with
LOG RASTA and J-RASTA feature extraction method and
showed that HMM/MLP/GA is having better performance
among all presented models.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
[10]
Various techniques adopted are investigated and their
results are summarized in Table 1. Evaluation of the
techniques is

[11]

made on the basis of Word Recognition Accuracy (WRA).
It shows that implementation of sole technique does not
helps in increasing WRA but hybridization shows
significant improvement. MLP technique is found to be best
among all the techniques described.

[12]

[13]
V.CONCLUSION
This paper describes the speech assistive methodology for
dysarthric speaker. Here we discovered that hybridization
of HMM and MLP along with GA outperforms all the
compared techniques for restricted number of words due to
its flexible architecture and output states are trained to
minimize the discrimination between correct and rival
classes.
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